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Newsletter: Issue 5: Autumn 2018 

Introduction 

We are now in the final year of our current funding and are looking to consolidate 

the impact of the activities we have successfully championed over the last two 

years.  This will include the 2019 conference, the Winter Workshop in January 2019, 

events showcasing the demonstrators developed through our eleven feasibility 

studies, following the progress of the early career researchers through their funded 

placements and the dissemination of the thematic area and research challenges 

reports.  We will be undertaking some interviews with key industry contacts to get 

insights into their key priorities around digitalisation of manufacturing and are 

looking into the possibility of a joint event with other Network Plus groups around 

productivity.  Effort will also be focused on capturing the impact of involvement with 

Connected Everything.  Finally, we have been invited to apply for extension funding 

as part of the recent Network Plus highlight notice, which is a great testament to the 

work undertaken by many of you in supporting Connected Everything, and we are 

currently looking to identify how the Network can continue to stimulate development 

of, and community in, manufacturing research.  
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 Connected Everything events in 2019 

 

 Digital Manufacturing community news and projects 

 CMAC Open Day, 25th-26th October 2018 

 Report from 'Manufacturing beyond the horizon' conference, Queen's University Belfast,      
June 2018 

 IoT4Industry project - Innovation vouchers for SMEs 

 ARTICULAR, a partnership project between CMAC and the Glasgow School of Art 

 Internet of Food Things Network Plus 

 Digital Manufacturing on a Shoestring, University of Cambridge/University of Nottingham 
 

 

Please click on the links given throughout the newsletter for further details. 
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Thematic area reports released 
 
A full set of Connected Everything thematic area reports are now 

available.  They can be viewed and downloaded at the links below: 

Industrial Internet of Things 

Cyber-Physical Production Systems       

Data Analytics and Decision Making 

Service Design and Customisation          

Design for Future Manufacturing           

The Future Industrial Worker                 

Connected Everything's research challenges report will be available soon.  

 

Feasibility studies  

Connected Everything 'Show and Tell' 

Demonstrator events 

We are currently intending to hold two 

demonstrator events.  The feasibility study 

teams will be sharing the results of their 

projects with colleagues from academia and 

industry.  Details to follow! 

 

 

 

Results from the feasibility study 'Towards additive manufacturing process 

control using machine learning' 

Dr Peter Green and team discuss the results of their project in a pre-print article  

 

  

https://connectedeverything.ac.uk/thematic-areas/industrial-internet-of-things/
https://connectedeverything.ac.uk/cyber-physical-production-systems-2/
https://connectedeverything.ac.uk/thematic-areas/data-analytics-and-decision-making/
https://connectedeverything.ac.uk/service-design-and-customisation/
https://connectedeverything.ac.uk/design-for-future-manufacturing/
https://connectedeverything.ac.uk/the-future-industrial-worker/
https://www.preprints.org/manuscript/201809.0346/v1
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Okechukwu Okorie, a PhD student from the feasibility study Circular 4.0 and 

winner of a Best Poster Award at the Connected Everything Conference 2017, 

makes links with industry. 

Oke's view 

"Part of my PhD research into Digitisation and Circular Economy has involved working 

with industry partners within manufacturing involved with automobile remanufacturing. 

Specifically, my focus has been on utilising data from different sources including 

sensors to shape decisions about the manufacture and utilisation of automotive 

components, as there is a research case and a business case for this. The 

collaboration with PSS has been extremely useful in three respects: (a) providing a 

practical insight into re-manufacturing operations and the important interacting 

components within the supply chain, (b) through investigations and discussion with 

PSS, ensuring other improvement areas for the circular economy are captured  and (3) 

providing important data sets for this research. For me, I would say, (b) discovering 

other Circular Economy improvement areas, has been the most interesting part of the 

research. A robust research outcome is always nice to have. 

The visits to PSS have been extremely important thus far, with Andrew Brammer, 

James Fleetcroft, Gareth Bayles and Tom Bayles being of immense help to me. 

Currently, the first data set is being modelled and simulated with a hybrid of System 

Dynamics and Discrete Event Simulation, although this may change as the research 

progresses. 

The research has produced 3 academic papers, which either have or will be presented 

at various Circular Economy and Industry 4.0 related conferences in Europe and 

Australia. At the of this research and collaboration, we expect to produce important 

journal papers and results which we believe will help to build the factory for the future 

that is sustainable and efficient.  

PSS's view 

"We were recently delighted to welcome Okechukwu Okorie – a PhD student from 

Cranfield University – to our facilities. Okechukwu is researching the ‘circular economy’ 

where manufactured products are remanufactured and used again to reduce costs and 

conserve energy and resources. 

As leaders in UK remanufacturing, Andrew Brammer and team were delighted to show 

Okechukwu around our operations and explain how we return used components to OE 

condition for further use. 

Okechukwu found the collaboration extremely useful in providing insight both into 

remanufacturing operations and how industry-wide improvements could be captured, 

as well as for providing important data for his research. 
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We’d like to wish Okechukwu the very best of luck with his doctorate and the three 

resulting academic papers. His research is partially funded by the EPSRC Connected 

Everything Network and supported by Dr Kostantinos Salonitis and Dr Fiona Charnley 

of Cranfield University." 

 

Okechukwu Okorie and Andrew Brammer at PSS 

 

Early Career Placement Scheme  

 

Introducing the six Early Career 

Researchers taking up Connected 

Everything placements.  We hope they all 

have fruitful and stimulating experiences. 

 

 

 

Dr Chris Turner (University of Surrey) 

Dr Turner is a Lecturer in Business Analytics at the Surrey Business 

School, University of Surrey. Dr Turner’s research interests include 

manufacturing simulation, mixed reality data visualisation utilising mixed 

reality technologies (such as Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality 

(AR)), manufacturing informatics, business analytics, business process 

management, and business process optimization. With his involvement in 

the successful completion of several U.K. research council funded 

projects (with subjects ranging from business process optimization to the 

simulation of product-service systems), he is experienced in the  
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management of commercially focused applied research.  

  

Dr Turner has recently been engaged in the Innovate UK funded project 'Towards Zero 

Prototyping of Factory Layouts and Operations Using Novel Gaming and Immersive 

Technologies', a project with the aim to integrate Discrete Event Simulation (DES) with Virtual 

Reality gaming devices such as Kinect and Oculus. He has also been involved in the AUTONOM 

project (Integrated through-life support for high-value systems) working with industry partners, 

such as Network Rail, in the area of automated intelligent maintenance systems. He has 

published more than 70 papers in peer-reviewed international journals and conference 

proceedings. Dr Turner is also a member of the IEEE task force on process mining. 

 

Oliver Fisher (University of Nottingham) 

 

Oliver Fisher is a PhD student of Chemical Engineering at the University 

of Nottingham and a member of the Food, Water, Waste Research 

Group.  He is supervised by Dr Nik Watson and Dr Rachel Gomes. His 

work involves identifying new methods for how the data generated by 

process manufacturers may be intelligently utilised to increase 

sustainability, and recently published a paper 'How cloud manufacturing 

can be a sustainable process manufacturing route to process resilience 

and waste as a resource' [1]. Cloud manufacturing is the concept of 

sharing manufacturing capabilities, resources and data on a cloud 

platform capable of making intelligent decisions to provide the most  

sustainable and robust manufacturing route available, and this research  

complements the EPSRC-funded Cloud manufacturing [EP/K014161/1]. 

  

Oliver is collaborating with Lindhurst Engineering Ltd. to investigate how cloud manufacturing 

principals may be applied to increase sustainability in a real world process manufacturing 

environment. This utilises Lindhurst’s H2AD bioprocess, a circular economy technology which 

treats wastewater to reduce the pollutant load and improve the water quality for reuse, whilst 

simultaneously generating bioenergy. This work complements Oliver’s two key research interests: 

development of novel energy from waste technologies and application of digital technologies to 

manufacturing. 

 

[1] FISHER, O., WATSON, N., PORCU, L., BACON, D., RIGLEY, M., and GOMES, R.L., 2018. 

Cloud manufacturing as a sustainable process manufacturing route. Journal of Manufacturing 

Systems. 47; 35-68. 
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Nikolai Kazantsev (University of Manchester) 

 

Nikolai Kazantsev is researching digital economy in the area of demand-

driven collaboration of suppliers and Industry 4.0. He is based at the 

Alliance Manchester Business School. His latest paper reports on factors 

that currently impede formation of such partnerships in the European 

aerospace supplier cluster, and he is currently working with his 

supervisors, Professor Nikolay Mehandjiev and Dr Pedro Sampaio, on 

potential solutions for the identified barriers : collaborative ontologies and 

instant operationalisation of goals to workflows.  

 

 

During his ECR visit to the School of Information Systems and Professor  

Arthur ter Hofstede group (The University of Queensland), his aim is to  

work in the latter area focusing on collaborative interactions underpinning  

the engagement of SME partner networks in aerospace manufacturing  

processes using the rich industrial experiences of distinguished international 

colleagues.  

Dr Aparajithan Sivanathan (Heriot-Watt University) 

Dr Aparajithan Sivanathan is a post-doctoral researcher and a project co-

investigator at Heriot-Watt University. He comes from a multidisciplinary 

background of mechanical, electronics and computing. He received an 

MSc in Mechatronics engineering from King’s College London and a PhD 

from Heriot-Watt University. The Ubiquitous Integration and Temporal 

Synchronisation (UbiITS) Framework developed through his PhD has 

been implemented in systems from various domains such as Smart 

Manufacturing, Digital Construction, Surgical Training, Race Driving, 

Neurocybernetics, Cognitive rehabilitation, and Gaming. Sivanathan’s 

wearable body area sensor network for construction activities won the  

Premier Digital Innovation award by The Chartered Institute of Building  

(CIOB). During this placement he will work with AFRC,  Strathclyde  

University. Before entering a research career, he worked as an R&D  

engineer in electronics manufacturing industry. His current research  

interests generally fall into the area of real-time human-in-the-loop  

systems, knowledge capture, cyber physical spaces, Industry 4.0 and IoT. 
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Dr Ying Liu (University of Glasgow) 

Dr Ying Liu is a Lecturer in Systems Engineering at the Division of 

Systems, Power and Energy at the University of Glasgow, UK. She 

completed a PhD study in 2013 in which she focused on exploring the 

potentiality of employing the operations research (OR) approaches to 

realise sustainable manufacturing. The OR methods had been widely 

used as a management tool in the manufacturing systems. However,  

the application of them to improve resource efficiency was scarce. The 

research mainly focuses on two aspects: the first is to develop the 

mathematical model of electricity consumption of machine tools and 

integrate it to the job shop manufacturing system model. The second is  

to develop multi-objective optimisation algorithms to deliver optimised  

scheduling plans, thereby achieving the trade-off between electricity  

consumption, electricity cost and total weighted tardiness in manufacturing 

 system. Since then, her research interests have broadened to include  

artificial intelligence based multi-objective optimisation for manufacturing  

systems. She has led multiple research projects within meta-heuristic  

based optimisation for both manufacturing techniques and systems.   

 

 

Dr Donato Masi (Aston University) 

 

Dr Donato Masi is Senior Lecturer in Operations Management at Aston 

University in Birmingham. He holds a PhD degree in Management 

Engineering and an MSc in Mechanical Engineering from Politecnico di 

Milano, Italy. He is a specialist in Sustainable Operations Management 

and has published several scientific papers in the top ranked international 

journals for this area. He actively collaborates with industry through 

private and public funded research projects. He is currently focusing on 

how digitalisation and the emerging Industry 4.0 approach can enhance 

the sustainability of operations. 
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Connected Everything Events 2019 
 
Winter Workshop, Nottingham Trent University, 9th -11th January 2019 
 

 
 

“Smart Industry Workshop – Recent Advances in Industrial Digitalisation, Robotics and 

Automation”  

Please note:  the previously intended 2018 Summer School has been rescheduled to become the 

2019 Winter Workshop.   

The aim of this event is to present rigorous scientific advances accompanied by real world 

applications in the areas of Industrial Digitisation, Robotics and Automation. 

 
Connected Everything Conference, University of Nottingham, 25th - 26th June 2019 
 

Connected Everything's next annual 
conference will take place at the Jubilee 
Conference Centre at the University of 
Nottingham on Tuesday 25th and Wednesday 
26th June 2019.   
 

Please note the change from the previously advertised dates of 27th and 28th June 2019 

 

  

http://smartindustry4.uk/
http://smartindustry4.uk/
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Digital Manufacturing community news and projects 
 

CMAC Open Day, Technology & Innovation Centre, University of Strathclyde, 25th - 26th 

October 2018 

 

You may have heard about this exciting annual showcase event, CMAC Open Day, which is 

open to the industrial and academic communities. This vibrant event attracts over 200 delegates 

and has been described as 'the annual go to meeting for continuous processing'. 

  

This year's Open Day is being held on October 25th and 26th in the Technology Innovation 

Centre, University of Strathclyde. Please come along and hear about the cutting edge in the field 

of continuous manufacturing, digital manufacturing and supply chain and technologies in pharma 

from leading academics and industrialists. 

  

You can register for free here https://www.cmac.ac.uk/CMAC_Open_Day_2018. 

 

 
 

 

 

'Manufacturing beyond the horizon' conference, Queen's University Belfast, June 2018 

 

Queen’s University Belfast held a two-day conference in June under the banner 'Manufacturing 

beyond the horizon'.  

 

People from academia and industry across the UK and Ireland came together in common 

purpose; the 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR). Some presented predictions for the future, others 

explained how they address the opportunities and problems, and others were there to listen and 

learn. 

 

Queen’s University announced two significant coherent investments designed to advance the 

science and technology of the 4th Industrial Revolution. 

1) The opening of a new £7.5m state-of-the-art advanced manufacturing Technology Centre 

2) The launch of a centre for research and development in Intelligent Autonomous Manufacturing 

Systems (i-AMS) 

 

The i-AMS centre outlined its intention to submit a proposal in early 2019 for a Horizon 2020 

project - Refurbishment and re-manufacturing of large industrial equipment (DT-FoF-06-2019). 

Queen’s University will act as Co-ordinator, with three major international companies in place as  

https://www.cmac.ac.uk/CMAC_Open_Day_2018
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primary actors. The expansion of the project team continues as we seek capabilities and 

competencies through the recruitment of SMEs and research groups with pertinent skills and 

knowledge.  For further information contact John McLoughlin:  j.mcloughlin@qub.ac.uk 

 
Claire McAlinden, Faculty of Engineering and Physical Sciences, with Professor Adrian 

Murphy, Professor Seán McLoone and Colm Higgins, Head of Northern Ireland 

Technology Centre, at the opening of the £7.5m advanced manufacturing techology 

facility. 

 

 

 

 Contributors from i-AMS: Professor Seán McLoone, Dr Joseph Butterfield,  

  Daniel Brice, Dr Yan Jin, Professor Adrian Murphy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARTICULAR: ARtificial inTelligence for Integrated ICT-enabled pharmaceUticaL 

mAnufactuRing 

 

One of seven EPSRC-funded Digital Manufacturing Awards, ARTICULAR (led by Blair Johnston, 

University of Strathclyde) is a project that links academics from EPSRC-funded Future 

Manufacturing Research Hub in Continuous Manufacturing and Advanced Crystallisation 

(CMAC) at Strathclyde and Loughborough University with The Glasgow School of Art’s School of 

Simulation and Visualisation (SimVis). Research partners also include leading Silicon Valley 

company, DAQRI, along with The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, Booth Welsh, 

Perceptive Engineering Ltd. and Siemens. 

  

ARTICULAR will exploit advances in digital technology to help reduce the time it takes to get new 

drugs to market by harnessing the potential of large data sets and Machine Learning (ML) – 

techniques which enable computers to progressively improve performance on a specific task.  It 

is currently difficult to avoid 'starting at the beginning' for every new drug that needs to be 

manufactured, which is very costly with new medicines currently doubling in cost every nine 

years. ARTICULAR, seeks to develop novel machine learning approaches that learn from past 

and present manufacturing data to create new knowledge that aids in crucial manufacturing 

decisions and leads to higher quality medicines for patients. In addition to the ML research being 

conducted, the use of AR and VR technologies as engaging interfaces to rich manufacturing data 

will be investigated. It is hoped that the advances made by ARTICULAR will provide clear 

exemplars that will help others in the pharmaceutical industry with their ongoing digitalisation 

efforts. 

  

mailto:j.mcloughlin@qub.ac.uk
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We’ll be looking to engage the wider data science and manufacturing communities over the 

course of the project and seek to make many of our data sets public to aid in future ML research 

and development. Keep a look out for future updates… 

  

For further information contact Principal Investigator for ARTICULAR, Dr Blair Johnston at NPL 

Scotland, University of Strathclyde. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                    

ARTICULAR project overview 

 

 
 
IoT4Industry - Innovation vouchers for SMEs 

 

IoT4Industry will distribute funding from the European Commission via “innovation vouchers”.  

These innovation vouchers will be available to manufacturing SME’s and IoT providers working on 

collaborative projects to implement IoT in industry.   

The project seeks to support EU growth and competitiveness through the development of a new 

cross-sectoral industrial value chain based on the integration and use of IoT and related 

components (Digital Security, Cloud Computing, Big Data, Artificial Intelligence…) into 

manufacturing tools, machines and robots, industrial processes, factories environment, through the 

cross-border collaboration between SMEs and other RDI actors of the ICT and advanced 

manufacturing sectors. 

 

The first call for collaborative projects opened on 20th September 2018.  Proposals for feasibility 

studies, prototyping and demonstrators are invited. 

 

•  Feasibility studies will target companies having an idea of the intended project but with needs for     

further analysing the technical aspects, the intellectual property issues, the design study, etc.  

•  Prototyping will target companies having already carried out a feasibility study, and having the 

need to develop a prototype, spend efforts in miniaturisation, testing, etc.  

•   Demonstration/pilot will target companies having already developed and tested a prototype, with 

the need to demonstrate its efficiency on a larger scale. 

 

For more details about the project and to respond to the call for expressions of interest, visit 

the IoT4Industry website 

 

 

https://www.iot4industry.eu/
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The UK IoT awareness workshops will take place at the 

Manufacturing Technology Centre (MTC), Coventry. For 

details on free UK IoT awareness workshops, please 

email iot4industry@the-mtc.org  

 

 

Internet of Food Things Network Plus 

 

The Internet of Food Things (IoFT) Network Plus brings together data and computer scientists, 

chemists, and economists to investigate how artificial intelligence, data analytics and emerging 

technologies can enhance the digitalisation of the UK food supply chain. The network, led by the 

University of Lincoln in partnership with the universities of Southampton, Surrey, University of East 

Anglia, and the Open University, is examining the application of the IoT in connected homes of the 

future – for example smart refrigerators which trigger a grocery order when food items run low, or 

cooking devices which could help us live healthier lives. 

The launch of the Internet of Food Things Network Plus took place on 21st September in the 

centre of London at the IET, Savoy Place. 

 

The IoFT launch event set the scene for the activities to be organised over the three-year lifetime 

of the Network: workshops, conferences, funding opportunities and other collaborative ventures.   

 

The day included an introduction from Professor Simon Pearson, University of Lincoln, Network 

Lead and keynote talks from sector experts in industry, government and academia 

 

• Professor Guy Poppy, Chief Scientific Adviser at the Food Standards Agency (FSA), will  invite 

the community to help the FSA address the challenge of modernising regulation during these 

transformational times 

•   Josephine Hansom from Youthsite on Millennials and food - https://www.youthsight.com 

•   Patrick Curry Director, British Business Federation Authority (BBFA), on Distributed Ledger                                          

Technology and Food Traceability 

•   Kirsten Coppoolse from The Fork, Amsterdam (www.thefork.online) on blockchain activity in the 

Dutch food context 

 

Further details about the Network can be found here: http://www.foodchain.ac.uk 

 
 

Digital Manufacturing on a Shoestring, University of Cambridge & University of Nottingham 

 

The project will seek to exploit very low cost commercially available technologies for mobile 

computing, sensing, AI and will tackle the challenges associated with integrating these safely and 

securely into a small scale manufacturing environment. 

 

For more information contact Professor Duncan McFarlane by emailing dcm@eng.cam.ac.uk 

 

mailto:iot4industry@the-mtc.org
mailto:dcm@eng.cam.ac.uk
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Connected Everything 
 

Connected Everything is led by Professor Sarah Sharples, University of 

Nottingham, and an Executive Group, with members from 18 organisations.  The 

Executive Group provides guidance to the Network and links to other key strategic 

initiatives.  

https://connectedeverything.ac.uk/about/executive-group

